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We use molecular dynamics and simple thermodynamic arguments to model the interaction between

catalyst nanoparticles and carbon nanotube caps, and we illustrate how the competition between cap strain

energy and adhesion plays a role in the lifting of these caps from the catalyst surface prior to tube

elongation. Given a particular cap structure, we show that there is a lower bound on the catalyst size from

which the cap can lift. This lower bound depends on the cap’s spontaneous curvature and bending rigidity,

as well as the catalyst binding strength, and it explains the mismatch between single-walled carbon

nanotube and catalyst diameters observed in prior experiments. These findings offer new insight into the

nucleation of carbon nanotubes, and they may lead to the design of catalysts that can better control

nanotube structure.
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Controlling the structure of single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNTs) [1] during synthesis is one of the out-
standing challenges of nanoscale science [2,3]. Using
catalytic synthesis, one of the most promising routes to
controlled growth of carbon nanotubes, it is possible to bias
the diameter [4–8] and chirality [9,10] distributions of as-
grown SWCNTs by altering the structure and composition
of the catalyst, but whether this approach can be fine-tuned
to attain the desired level of selectivity remains unclear [3].
After two decades of investigation, it seems likely that this
uncertainty will only be resolved through a deeper under-
standing of the catalyst-nanotube interactions, particularly
during the nucleation stage.

One prominent school of thought holds that the final
structure of a catalytically grown SWCNT is to a large
degree determined by the initial graphitic cap [10,11], or
yarmulke, which must first nucleate on the catalyst surface
and then lift-off to allow the tube to elongate. Though the
process of cap nucleation and lift-off has been observed
in situ [12] and simulated using a number of theoretical
methods [13], a clear link between the structure of a
nucleating SWCNT and that of the parent catalyst is yet
to emerge. In search of that link, here we model the
interaction between particular caps and a range of catalyst
particles using classical molecular dynamics and contin-
uum arguments. Note that our intention is not to accurately
simulate nanotube nucleation, but rather to contrive a
simple framework that will elucidate the key physical
parameters that dictate cap lift-off. Identifying these pa-
rameters is an important step towards selective nanotube
growth, as it could help with the design of catalysts that
favor lift-off only of caps that lead to tubes of specific
chirality or radius.

We begin by considering a prototypical tube nucleus,
C30 (half of a C60 fullerene), on the surface of a spherical

catalyst (see Fig. 1). Carbon-carbon interactions are mod-
eled with the Tersoff potential [14], and the binding of
carbon atoms to the catalyst surface is modeled using a
shifted Lennard-Jones field:

ULJð~rÞ ¼ Uð~rÞ �UðrcÞ þ ð~r=rc � 1ÞðdU=d~rÞj~r¼rc ;

where Uð~rÞ¼4"s"i½ð�=~rÞ12�ð�=~rÞ6�, ~r� r�Rþ21=6�,

rc ¼ 3:2�,� ¼ 1 �A, "s is a dimensionless prefactor, and R
is the adjustable catalyst radius. The values of "i, with i
denoting the carbon atom coordination, were matched to
ab initio calculations of graphene flakes on the fcc Fe(100)
surface: "2 ¼ 0:78 eV and "3 ¼ 0:13 eV. These values
were uniformly scaled by "s to adjust the net binding
strength (with "s ¼ 1 restoring the ab initio matched val-
ues). This model is not intended to provide a quantitatively
accurate representation of the actual system, rather it al-
lows us to easily adjust catalyst characteristics such as R
and "s and observe their effect on the equilibrium state of a
particular cap. More specifically, we can use the model to
artificially induce lift-off of the catalyst-supported C30 by
gradually increasing R. Lift-off can then be characterized
through the variation in equilibrium Tersoff (ET) and
Lennard-Jones (ELJ) energies of the cap while R increases,
as shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1 (color online). Ball-and-stick representation of C30 on
spherical (Lennard-Jones) catalysts. Yellow outer spheres repre-
sent the catalyst radius R, and orange inner spheres correspond to
R� 21=6� where there is infinite repulsion.
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The most distinct features in Fig. 2 are the minima in ET

at R ¼ re, corresponding to the natural curvature of our
prototype cap, and the maxima at R ¼ Rcritð"sÞ> re that
shift with "s. From visual inspection it becomes apparent
that the drop in ET for R> Rcrit is due to cap lift-off, and it
is accompanied by an increase in ELJ of similar magnitude.
For re < R < Rcrit the cap (on average) adheres to the
catalyst surface and undergoes increasing bending strain
and in-plane deformation as its radius of curvature deviates
further from re. At R� Rþ * Rcrit the cap’s interior lifts
and most of the strain gets released. From now on we shall
refer to the range R> Rcrit as the lifted state and R< Rcrit

as the collapsed state. Note that �ET � �ELJ �
70 meV=atom for "s ¼ 1 is comparable to kBT �
90 meV at 1000 K, so it is necessary to consider time-
averaged energies to attain the characteristic trends in
Fig. 2.

Our simulation scheme can be used to artificially induce
lift-off and explore the equilibrium states in any given cap
structure. For instance, Fig. 3 shows two different caps,
C110 and C39, responding to changes in R and "s similarly
to C30. Interestingly, in both cases we find that high "s
leads to multistep lift-off, illustrating how in the strong
adhesion limit the transition can be a cascade of partial lift-
off events in various sections of the cap. However, setting
"s ¼ 1 yields single-step lift-off in all three caps, with the
ratio Rcrit=re being �1:3 for C110 and C30 and �1:1 for
C39. These values are comparable to the catalyst-to-
nanotube diameter ratios inferred from experiments [4,5],
whereas the apparent difference in Rcrit=re between the
armchair (i.e., C30 and C110) and the zigzag (i.e., C39)
caps suggests that this ratio may be sensitive to the edge
structure and, hence, the chiral angle.
So far we have only considered ideal caps, consisting

entirely of hexagonal and pentagonal rings and obeying the
isolated pentagon rule, but it is also interesting to consider
how nonideal caps with localized strain energy might lift-
off. Figure 4 illustrates how a single Stone-Wales-type
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FIG. 2 (color online). Variation in cohesive (ET) and adhesive
(ELJ) energies of C30 as R increases from 3.2 Å to 7.2 Å in
increments of 0.01 Å. Note that in (a) ELJ is plotted versus R for
"s ¼ 1 at three different temperatures; and in (b) ET is plotted
versus R at 1000 K for three different values of "s. All the ETðRÞ
and ELJðRÞ values were equilibrated and averaged over 105 time
steps (0.5 fs each). We find the trends to be reversible—subse-
quent gradual shrinking of R yields the same behavior. Adjusting
the temperature has some effect on the general shape of the
trends, with the lift-off transition being sharper at lower tem-
peratures, but the location of re and Rcrit remains largely un-
changed. ETðRÞ and ELJðRÞ remain roughly constant for R> Rþ,
where Rþ is typically between Rcrit and Rcrit þ 1 �A. In the inset
we plot the maximal strain energy, i.e. �ET ¼ ETðRcritÞ �
ETðreÞ, versus the work of adhesion that is overcome during
lift-off, i.e., �ELJ ¼ ELJðRþÞ � ELJðRcritÞ. We find �ELJ �
�ET for a wide range of temperatures, catalyst binding strengths,
and different cap structures (i.e., C30þ , C39 and C110) defined
later in the text.

FIG. 3 (color online). ET versus R for C110 and C39
at 1000 K. Arrows indicate transitions to complete or partial
lift-off.

FIG. 4 (color online). ET versus R for a defective C30 cap.
Simulations at 1000 K do not exhibit a consistent trend, whereas
those at 500 K do and it is possible to identify the lift-off
transition.
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rotation alters the topology of C30 and its response to
changes in R and "s. The dependence of ET on R is not
as clear-cut as it was in Fig. 2, and it is difficult to identify
re and Rcrit. The lack of a consistent trend at 1000 K is
evidently due to thermally induced distortions around the
defect. Running the same simulations at 500 K suppresses
these fluctuations, yielding trends that are closer to those of
an ideal C30 cap with a characteristic re and identifiable
lifted state. Simulations with "s > 2 exhibit multistep lift-
off, something not seen in an ideal C30 cap, but setting
"s ¼ 1 leads to single-step lift-off with a value of Rcrit=re
similar to that of the ideal cap.

To gain further insight into our single-step lift-off simu-
lations, we offer a simple model based on the schematic in
Fig. 5. A spherical membrane of (fixed) area A and adjust-
able radius r represents a graphitic cap with its free edge
constrained to the catalyst surface, modeled as a rigid
sphere of radius R. Consider how the energy of this system

might vary with r in the range
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A=ð4�Þp

< r � R. First,
peeling the cap interior off the catalyst surface (i.e., tran-
sition from r ¼ R to r < R) increases the total surface
energy by Aw> 0, where w is the work of adhesion per
unit area. Second, in our simulations it was apparent that a
given cap structure has some preferred radius of curvature
re, and adhesion to a spherical catalyst of radius R> re
resulted in an energy penalty (due to bending) that favored
lift-off. This competition between adhesion and curvature
essentially determines the relative stability of the lifted and
collapsed states.

Expanding the curvature energy about the equilibrium
(i.e., r�1 ¼ r�1

e ) yields a special case of the Helfrich
Hamiltonian [15,16]:

ECðrÞ ¼ A�ðr�1 � r�1
e Þ2; (1)

where � represents bending rigidity. The requirement for
lift-off is simply Aw< ECðRÞ; i.e., the curvature energy
penalty associated with the collapsed state (r ¼ R) must
exceed the work of adhesion. Assuming re � R, this con-
dition leads to a lower bound on the catalyst radius: R>

reð1� re=LCÞ�1 where LC ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�=w
p

is a characteristic
length. We can define the critical catalyst radius for a
particular re:

Rcrit ¼ reð1� re=LCÞ�1; (2)

such that the lifted state is energetically favored over the
collapsed state when R> Rcrit. Note that Eq. (2) does not
yield a physically plausible Rcrit when re � LC, in which

case the lifted state cannot be thermodynamically stable for
any R> 0. Furthermore, if re < LC then Rcrit � re and the
equality only holds in the limit re=LC ! 0. The message is
more transparent when the lift-off condition is written as
re < Rð1þ R=LCÞ�1 and, if we take re of a lifted cap as
the radius of the subsequent SWCNT, it imposes the re-
quirement that the diameter of SWCNTs be smaller than
that of the catalyst particles—consistent with the available
empirical data. [4–8] The model also implies that nano-
tubes can grow on any catalyst particle above the critical
size, which agrees with prior reports of nanotube formation
on planar surfaces (i.e., R ! 1). [17]
Having obtained an expression for Rcrit, we can check

how well it fits our molecular dynamics simulations.
Taking the values of Rcrit from Fig. 2 and plotting them
versus the corresponding work of adhesion (w / �ELJ)
yields a trend that is well reproduced by Eq. (2), as shown
in Fig. 6, with � being the only free parameter since re can
be inferred directly from Fig. 2. We find that the fitted value
of � changes with cap structure: for C30 it is similar to the
bending rigidity of graphene (�� 1–2 eV [16,18]); while
for C30þ , which has ten more carbon atoms attached so
as to preserve the armchair edge structure, � is almost an
order of magnitude larger. This increase in �means that, as
one would expect, the susceptibility to collapse will dimin-
ish as a lifted cap elongates into a tube. Note that � is even
greater for C39, which has a zigzag edge, indicating that
the bending rigidity is sensitive to edge effects.
An important quantity that emerged from our model is

the characteristic length LC, which essentially determines
whether a cap of particular re is at all capable of lifting, and
if so, then LC imposes a minimum diameter mismatch
between a lifted cap and the catalyst. In our simulations

FIG. 5 (color online). Schematic of our continuum model for
cap lift-off. The catalyst is a rigid sphere of radius R, and the cap
is a thin, spherical membrane of area A and adjustable radius r.

FIG. 6 (color online). The ratio Rcrit=re is shown to increase
with the specified work of adhesion (�ELJ), and the trends are
fitted with Eq. (2). From our simulations of a complete C60
fullerene at 1000 K, we estimate the occupied area per atom��
3 �A2=atom, which yields �� 2:5 eV for C30. Adding an extra
ring of 10 carbon atoms (see C30þ ) shifts the trend and raises
the rigidity to �� 19 eV. C39, which has a zigzag edge, is even
more rigid with �� 37 eV.
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LC is cap-dependent and, for "s ¼ 1, it ranges from 1.4 nm
(for C30) to 3.6 nm (for C39)—comparable to the typical
SWCNT diameters. Since these values are subject to
change with the accuracy of the model, we also estimate
LC from the measured bending rigidity of graphene (��
1–2 eV [16,18]) and the work of adhesion w inferred from
experimental studies of wetting of graphite by various
metals [19–22]. These estimates (see Table I) are also
comparable to the typical SWCNT diameters, providing
more compelling evidence that the competition between
(spontaneous) curvature and adhesion must indeed be an
important factor in the nucleation of SWCNTs. Note that
LC for Ni88C12 is smaller than for Fe79C21 (for any �);
hence, using a carbon-saturated Ni catalyst will require a
larger particle size than carbon-saturated Fe to ensure caps
of particular re lift-off. This deduction is consistent with
the available experimental data: the catalyst-to-nanotube
diameter ratios for as-grown SWCNTs of 1–2 nm diameter
have been estimated to be �2–3 in Ni-catalyzed growth
[6,7] and �1–2 in Fe-catalyzed growth [4,5].

We stress that the key ansatz of our continuum model is
the introduction of spontaneous curvature r�1

e , which was
simply inferred from molecular dynamics simulations to
inform (1). We interpret re as an effective parameter that
also includes edge effects: It represents the mean (positive)
curvature due to pentagonal rings, which can reduce the
number of (catalyst-stabilized) dangling bonds in a gra-
phene flake [24,25], and it can also arise due to a particular
angular preference in the overlap of the unsaturated sp2

carbon and the catalyst orbitals [25,26]. Ideally, we want to
move to a model where the cap details are not subsumed
into an effective re. A more explicit treatment of edge
effects is particularly desirable, as it may allow one to
model nanotube chirality during lift-off [27].

Finally, it is worth reiterating that here we had assumed a
rigid catalyst and a flexible cap. Our prior model [28] for
capillary uptake of droplets by nanotubes considers the
opposite limit of ‘‘relative rigidity’’—there the SWCNT
is rigid and the catalyst is fluid—and that analysis also
leads to a critical catalyst radius Ry. A catalyst of radius
R< Ry will fill the void and wet the interior of a rigid tube
nucleus via capillary forces. This refilling will occur

spontaneously for contact angles �c < 90�, regardless of
catalyst size, unless the nanotube growth kinetics is sig-
nificantly faster than catalyst reshaping. Hence, a neces-
sary condition for cap lift-off is not only R> Rcrit, but also
�c > 90� and R> Ry. Interestingly, pure Fe, Ni and Co
(not shown in Table I) have a relatively strong affinity for
graphite (�c < 60�) that diminishes with carbon dissolu-
tion, which suggests that it may be necessary for these
metals to absorb carbon feedstock in order to reduce ad-
hesion between the cap and the catalyst.
To summarize, we used relatively simple models to

explain what drives the lifting of catalyst-supported carbon
nanotube caps prior to tube elongation. By interpreting cap
lift-off as arising from the competition between cap strain
energy and cap-catalyst adhesion, we identified two key
parameters: The effective cap curvature r�1

e , which is a
feature of the particular cap structure, and the character-
istic length LC, which depends on the catalyst binding
strength and the bending rigidity of the cap. We showed
that LC imposes the requirement that the radius of lifted
caps be smaller than that of the catalyst, which explains the
observed diameter mismatch between SWCNTs and the
catalyst particles. These findings serve as a first step
towards a more predictive model for carbon nanotube
growth. They also show that cap lift-off is sensitive to
cap structure and, hence, suggest that a chirality-selective
growth process could yet be designed.
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